
Ps in Hungarian resultatives and result verbs

Aims and claims: This paper examines resultative constructions (e.g. paint blue) and
result verbs (e.g. break) in Hungarian with respect to the argument structure of the verb
and the encoding of the result component. Both constructions have to lexicalize the result
as a satellite of the verb: it is either a verbal particle or a directional PP but the verb
itself is not telic, even if it lexicalizes the result state in the case of derived verbs.

It will be argued that these facts can be given a syntactic account by assuming that
there is a P head in the argument structure of complex events (following Hale & Key-
ser 1993, 2002 a.o.), where the P head has to be lexicalized separately from the verb in
Hungarian, contrary to English and other verb-framed languages (Talmy 2000). Denomi-
nal/deadjectival verbs that include the result state in the verb are derived by con�ation
(Haugen 2009) and not by incorporation via P, therefore, these verbs also require a sepa-
rate P head when used telically.
Resultative data: Hungarian resultative constructions involve a directional PP marked
with the sublative su�x (-ra/re) or a verbal particle (1a), or both of those (1b) in the
same clause. Alternatively, a relatively small number of verbs (e.g. v�alik ‘turn, become')
take a secondary predicate marked with the translative su�x (2).

(1) a. Anna
Anna

k�ek-re
blue-sub

/
/
le-
down-

festette
painted

a
the

fal-at.
wall-acc

`Anna painted the wall blue / painted the wall.'
b. Anna

Anna
le-festette
down-painted

a
the

fal-at
wall-acc

k�ek-re.
blue-sub

`Anna painted the wall blue.'

(2) A
the

vihar
storm

ijeszt�o-v�e
scary-tra

v�alt.
became

‘The storm became scary.'

These sentences express complex events, they are all telic sentences with the particle or
the PP expressing the result/endpoint (�E. Kiss 2006). Interestingly, even when we have a
derived verb that includes the result state (e.g. the roots small, blue and piece in (3)), a
particle is still needed in order for the event to be telic, although previous analyses of the
derivation of the same types of derived denominal/deadjectival verbs cross-linguistically
suggest that they could be expected to be telic.

(3) a. Peti
Pete

egy
one

�ora
hour

alatt
under

*(fel-)apr-��t-otta
up-small-vrb-past.defobj.3sg

a
the

f�a-t.
wood-acc

‘Pete cut the wood into small pieces in an hour.'
b. Az

the
ujja
�nger.poss.3sg

egy
one

pillanat
moment

alatt
under

*(el-)k�ek-�ul-t.
away-blue-vrb-past.3sg

‘His �nger turned blue in a moment.'
c. Peti

Pete
k�et
two

perc
minute

alatt
under

*(fel-)darab-ol-ta
up-piece-vrb-past.defobj.3sg

az
the

anyag-ot.
fabric-acc

‘Pete cut the fabric up (into pieces) in two minutes.'

Result verbs: A related class of verbs similarly has been claimed to incorporate the
result state and thus be telic, e.g. in English, but they are also atelic on their own in
Hungarian. Verbs such as break are called result verbs as they express accomplishments.
As (4) shows, the Hungarian construction cannot be telic without the particle.

(4) J�anos
John

egy
one

pillanat
moment

alatt
under

*(el-)t�orte
away-broke

az
the

�uj
new

v�az�a-t.
vase-acc

‘John broke the new vase in a moment.'



Analysis: Following recent syntactic literature on decomposed argument structure (Hale
& Keyser 1993, 2002, Borer 2005, Ramchand 2008, Mateu 2012 a.o.), I will argue that this
property of Hungarian can be analyzed as a syntactic requirement on the lexicalization
of the result part of complex events. Hale & Keyser's (2002) structure will be adapted,
whereby the argument structure of complex event predications includes a P head and its
complement under V, and while e.g. English can incorporate the complement N into P
and P into V, Hungarian does not do so. I will also include a position for particles in the
structure, extending the PP with a functional layer and allowing for the variation beween
particles and directional Ps as telicizers.

(5) [V P [ V [pP INT-ARG [ p [PP P N]]]]]

Hungarian is, thus, a strong satellite-framed language (Acedo-Matell�an 2016), where the
result component of a complex event is not incorporated into V, it is lexicalized by a
separate adposition (verbal particle or directional case/postposition) (6) = (1b). This has
been treated as a lexical/semantic property of verbs by �E. Kiss (2006) but will be taken to
be a syntactic restriction here. Constructions where the result state is part of the V-head
in derived verbs like (3) are generated by inserting the (acategorial) root under V together
with the verbalizer su�x, an instance of con�ation as de�ned by Haugen (2009). Since
they are not generated by movement via P, telicity is not encoded in the V itself but can
be lexicalized by a particle (7) = (3a).

(6) [V fest [pP falat [p′ le ] [PP k�ekre ]]] (7) [V
√
apr−+vrb [pP a f�at [p′ fel ]]]

While a syntactic complex predicate is derived in syntax by moving the particle/PP into
the preverbal position (�E. Kiss 2006, Sur�anyi 2009 a.o.), this is not the same process as
incorporation/lexicalization of result under V, e.g. in English. The result in resultative
constructions, including result verbs, is encoded by an overt P, the verb itself is atelic.
Telicity without overt P: There are some verbs that can optionally get a telic interp-
retation without a(n overt) P in the sentence: (i) verbs of creation/consumption with an
inde�nite object (e.g. �ep��t egy h�azat `build a house'; Kardos 2016) and (ii) a handful of se-
mantically similar verbs (e.g. nyer `win', tal�al `�nd'; Gyuris & Kiefer 2008) can be argued
to involve an object that measures out the event; while (iii) some deadjectival verbs, such
as por-talan-��t dust-car-vrb = dust o�', l�eg-telen-��t `air-car-vrb = deaerate' (Szabol-
csi 1983) and (iv) a few transitive location verbs such as dobozol `box' (Heged�us 2018)
may be the remnants of a less strongly satellite-framed stage of a diachronic transition.
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